Geometric targeting (GT) is a recently introduced method for rapidly generating all-atom pathways from one protein state to another, based on geometric rather than energetic considerations. To generate pathways, a bias is applied that gradually moves atoms toward a target structure, while a set of geometric constraints between atoms is enforced to keep the structure stereochemically acceptable. In this work, we compare conformational pathways generated from GT to pathways from the much more computationally intensive and commonly used targeted molecular dynamics (TMD) technique, for a complicated conformational change in the signaling protein nitrogen regulatory protein C. We show that the all-atom pathways from GT are similar to previously reported TMD pathways for this protein, by comparing motion along six progress variables that describe the various structural changes. The results suggest that for nitrogen regulatory protein C, finding an all-atom pathway is primarily a problem of geometry, and that a detailed force field in this case constitutes an unnecessary extra layer of detail. We also show that the pathway snapshots from GT have good structure quality, by measuring various structure quality metrics. Transient hydrogen bonds detected by the two methods show some similarities but also some differences. The results justify the usage of GT as a rapid, approximate alternative to TMD for generating stereochemically acceptable all-atom pathways in highly constrained protein systems. S Online supplementary data available from stacks.iop.org/PhysBio/8/026017/mmedia
Introduction
The geometric targeting (GT) method [6] has recently been introduced as a rapid way to generate all-atom pathways from one protein structure to some known target structure, usually in a matter of minutes, available at the geometric pathway webserver http://pathways.asu.edu. GT is based on the philosophy that essential features of protein conformational changes can be captured by solely considering geometric relationships between atoms. The present GT method [6] is related to prior work by Wells et al [27] , who described a method for exploring freedom in protein structures based on geometric constraints called FRODA (framework rigidityoptimized dynamics algorithm). In GT, the protein is modeled as a constrained geometric system, with constraints established to enforce various aspects of structure quality: preserve covalent bond geometry, prevent overlap of atoms, avoid forbidden Ramachandran regions [21] for backbone dihedral angles, avoid eclipsed side-chain torsion angles, and maintain hydrogen bonds and hydrophobic contacts. To generate a pathway, the GT method takes steps from an initial structure toward a target structure, decreasing the root mean square deviation (RMSD) to the target by increments of some RMSD step size δ, while enforcing the constraints so that the structure remains stereochemically acceptable. Atoms can follow complicated paths as they maintain proper bonding geometry and bump and move around each other. GT is fast because no energetics are considered, and there is no molecular mechanical force field. The generated pathways are not minimum free energy paths or optimal high-flux pathways, but they are stereochemically acceptable pathways that can give insight into the motions involved in conformational changes. Because the method is computationally lightweight and often yields results within a few minutes, the generated pathways can be thought of as 'back-of-the-envelope' or 'first guess' pathways.
In the paper that introduced GT [6] , stereochemically plausible all-atom pathways were reported for proteins exhibiting large domain motions, loop rearrangements, side-chain rearrangements, domain swapping, and other complicated motions, in systems as large as the 14-subunit GroEL complex. It was also demonstrated that in cases where linear interpolation with energy minimization [13] yields severely unphysical pathways with atoms passing through each other, GT finds pathways in which the atoms do not interpenetrate. What has not yet been studied, however, is how well GT pathways compare with pathways from more computationally intensive and detailed techniques, which is the topic of this paper.
In this work, we use GT to generate all-atom pathways in nitrogen regulatory protein C (NtrC), and we compare these to recently reported pathways [16] generated from the more commonly used but more computationally intensive targeted molecular dynamics (TMD) approach [22] . The motion that NtrC undergoes as presented in the recent TMD work is rather complicated, sequentially consisting of tilting of the α4 helix by ∼30
• , axial rotation of the same helix by ∼120
• , the removal of half of a helical twist at one end of the α4 helix and the addition of half of a helical twist at the other end, with adjustments in the loop regions that lie sequentially before and after the α4 helix. Our aim is to show that even though the geometric model employed by GT is a large approximation and requires a factor ∼10 3 less computational time than TMD, the motion in the pathways is quite similar between the two methods. We demonstrate the similarity by comparing the pathways along six progress variables that describe the multiple structural changes. Transient hydrogen bonds predicted by GT show some overlap with those predicted by TMD. We also show with various structure quality metrics that the all-atom snapshots in the GT pathways have good structure quality. The results suggest that for NtrC, finding an all-atom pathway is primarily a problem of geometry-finding how the atoms can move from point A to point B while keeping the covalent bonding geometry intact, avoiding overlaps of atoms, etc-and that a detailed molecular mechanical force field in this case constitutes an extra layer of detail.
Another class of computationally inexpensive methods for creating pathways in proteins is based on elastic network models (ENM), which treat the protein as a system of interconnected springs and invoke a small-amplitude approximation to derive normal modes. The normal modes are used to construct a pathway between two conformations, although the manner in which this is done varies from one approach to the next. Examples include elastic network interpolation [7, 11, 12, 24] , the plastic network model [20] , the adaptive anisotropic network model [28] , and iterativecluster normal mode analysis [23] . Lei et al [16] demonstrated with quasi-harmonic analysis [10] that the transition in NtrC does not overlap well with the low-frequency modes, suggesting that ENM would not describe the transition well. We note that in one recent study, two normal modes calculated for NtrC from ENM were identified as representing the 'most likely dynamical pathway' [17] , but many of the key geometrical features of the transition appear to be missing in these normal modes, such as the 120
• axial rotation of the α4 helix and the addition/removal of helical turns (see figure 5 of [17] ). However, Zheng Yang and Ivet Bahar have found that the adaptive anisotropic network model [28] successfully and rapidly produces a plausible C α coarse-grained pathway for the NtrC transition in which the α4 helix tilts and rotates on its axis to reach its target (unpublished). The key is to give the springs within helices stronger force constants than the rest of the springs in the system; otherwise the α4 helix of NtrC can become severely distorted along the pathway. Most of the ENM-based pathway methods listed above employ coarsegraining at the level of C α atoms, which is lower in spatial resolution than the all-atom GT and TMD pathways considered here. Since the focus of this paper is a comparison between GT and TMD, we do not attempt to comprehensively test the suitability of ENM-based pathway methods applied to NtrC in this paper.
Although this is the first detailed comparison of GT pathways with more computationally intensive approaches, the earlier paper on GT [6] mentioned some differences between GT pathways and pathways from other methods. It was noted, for instance, that a GT pathway for adenylate kinase showed the two mobile domains moving from the open state to the closed state simultaneously. In contrast, Arora and Brooks [2] using umbrella sampling [25] in combination with nudged elastic band [9] , and Kubitzki and de Groot [14] using a technique called TEE-REX, have found that during the final part of the closure of the two domains, one domain finishes closing before the other, consistent with a prediction from the plastic network model [20] . Because energetics are neglected in GT, the domains in a GT pathway moved simultaneously [6] as there was no geometric reason for a sequential movement. However, the TEE-REX results do show simultaneous domain movement during the portion of the transition between open and partially closed [14] , so the GT results do agree with this portion. The earlier GT paper [6] also reported a pathway for a single subunit of GroEL in which the apical and intermediate domains move simultaneously. This differs from a TMD result [19] , in which electrostatic attraction between the intermediate domain and the bound ligand drives the closure of this domain first, followed by the apical domain rotation. These examples indicate that predicting relative timing of events is not a strength of GT; however, ordering of events in TMD should also be viewed skeptically, as Apostolakis et al [1] have shown that TMD pathways are not reversible. The present results in NtrC indicate that the geometric model in GT can capture some of the same relative timing of events seen in TMD when events are geometrically coupled.
TMD is itself not a perfect standard, since it employs biasing forces to pull the system toward the target state. The biasing force in TMD, which gradually changes over the course of the simulation and pulls strongest on the atoms furthest away, destroys proper thermodynamics. The resultant transition pathways cannot rigorously be interpreted as being representative of the optimal high-flux pathway and have been shown to cross high free-energy barriers [26] . A more appropriate interpretation is to regard TMD pathways as non-optimized stereochemically plausible pathways that may share some features with the optimal transition pathway, but may get minor or major details wrong due to the pulling. Other computational methods can rigorously generate minimum-energy pathways or high-flux pathways in proteins with atomic-level resolution [3, 9] , but these tend to be even more computationally demanding than TMD and face difficulties of sampling the space of possible pathways in seeking out an optimized pathway. Despite the limitations of TMD, it is valuable for gaining insight into the nature of a transition, identifying residues that may play roles in stabilizing intermediate states, and providing pathways that can be input into free energy calculations. We use TMD for comparison here.
New in this work is a dynamic treatment of hydrogen bonds and hydrophobic contacts in the GT method. In the original GT paper [6] , hydrogen bonds were determined based solely on the two input structures (initial structure and target structure). Hydrogen bonds that were found in only one of the two end structures were left unconstrained, while those common to both end structures were given a maximum hydrogen-to-acceptor distance constraint, requiring the hydrogen bonds to remain intact during the entire pathway. Similar logic was applied to pairs of hydrophobic atoms in contact. In this work, while we do still impose permanent constraints on hydrogen bonds and hydrophobic contacts that are common to both end structures, other hydrogen bonds and hydrophobic contacts form transient constraints that keep the pair of atoms together temporarily. In addition, new minimumangle constraints are used in conjunction with the maximumdistance constraints to better model hydrogen bond geometry.
Materials and methods

Geometric targeting
The GT method is described in detail in [6] . Here we describe two additions to the previous work [6] : (1) how hydrogen bonds are modeled with new angular inequality constraints, in combination with inequality distance constraints described previously [6] , and (2) new dynamic constraints for transient hydrogen bonds and hydrophobic contacts.
Hydrogen bonds that are found common to both the initial and target structures are given permanent inequality constraints that preserve the hydrogen bonds throughout the pathway. A maximum-distance constraint is placed between the hydrogen atom and the acceptor atom, requiring the hydrogen-acceptor pair to stay together during the entire pathway. Constraints are only added for hydrogen bonds that score better than a cutoff energy value (−1.0 kcal mol −1 ) according to a modified Mayo energy function [4, 8] . The maximum distance is set as the greater of the two hydrogen-acceptor distances from the two structures, and not less than 2.0Å. In addition, the donor-hydrogenacceptor angle is constrained (new in this work) to be greater than 100
• . In order to preserve good quality secondary structure, backbone-backbone hydrogen bonds with NH. . .O angle greater than 140
• are constrained to keep the angle above 140
• , otherwise the angle is constrained to be greater than 100
• . In addition, backbone-backbone hydrogen bonds with H. . .OC angles greater than 130
• are constrained to keep the angle above 130
• . Pairs of hydrophobic atoms closer than 3.9Å are given a maximum distance constraint to keep the atoms together, with constraint distance equal to the greater of the two distances from the two structures, plus an extra 0.5Å. Hydrogen bonds and hydrophobic contacts that are not found in both structures, or that come into contact temporarily during the pathway, are treated dynamically as described below.
As described in the GT paper [6] , constraints are enforced by minimizing a pseudo energy function that measures the amount of constraint violation. Minimization brings the system to the flat region of the landscape at energy zero where the constraints are met. The energy term for the minimumangle constraints θ i θ
which is flat in the region where the constraint is satisfied. Angles are measured in radians. All constraints use the same spring constant k although in principle these are adjustable. During the course of the targeting, hydrogen atoms and acceptors may transiently move into proximity, and pairs of hydrophobic carbons may move into proximity. At the beginning of each step before any movements of the system are performed, a search is made for new hydrogen bonds and new hydrophobic contacts, and constraint distances and angles are established. The constraint distances are updated to tighter values in subsequent steps if the pair of atoms moves closer together. These constraints are transient and are only maintained temporarily (permanent hydrogen bond and hydrophobic constraints are established for those that exist in both the initial and target structures, and these are never removed). At each step, after adding new constraints, but before any movements of the system are performed, any transient constraints that currently are in force are considered for removal as follows. Transient hydrogen bonds are removed with probability 0.1, and transient hydrophobic contact constraints are removed with probability 0.2. Transient constraints are also removed if the previous step's minimization procedure had difficulty enforcing the constraint, for example when a hydrogen bond must break in order to move the system closer to the target. Specifically, if a transient hydrogen bond distance constraint is violated by more than 0.02Å, it is removed, and if a transient hydrophobic contact constraint is violated by more than 0.01Å it is removed.
Note that the geometric pathway webserver (http://pathways.asu.edu) and the standalone version of the software available through the website have been updated with the changes noted here.
Targeted molecular dynamics
We used four TMD pathways previously reported in [16] . The details of the preparation of the initial and target structures and the TMD simulations are described in their paper, but here we summarize the protocol used. NMR structures for the active state (PDB ID 1DC8) and the inactive state (PDB ID 1DC7) are refined in molecular dynamics simulations that include NOE (nuclear overhauser effect) distance restraints and subsequently minimized. These refined active and inactive structures are used as the initial and target structures of the TMD simulation. The active state structure of NtrC is first submerged in a water sphere. The protein and solvent system is then simulated at 300 K with stochastic boundary condition in CHARMM. During the 3.5 ns simulation, the RMSD to the inactive state structure is forcefully and linearly reduced from 3.8 to 0.3 A by the TMD algorithm. Hydrogen atoms are constrained to heavy atoms by the SHAKE algorithm. The time step is 2 fs.
Results and discussion
Five random pathways in NtrC were generated with GT, using an RMSD step size 0.01Å. As described in the GT paper [6] , each step includes a fairly large random perturbation to the system combined with the step toward the target.
Supplementary movie 1 (available at stacks.iop.org/PhysBio/8/026017/mmedia) shows an animation of GT pathway run 1. Each GT pathway took approximately 7 CPU minutes (∼0.1 CPU hours) to complete on a single processor. Each TMD pathway reported in [16] took about 200 CPU hours to complete (about 24 h on eight processors); a factor of 2000 more computational time. In this section we compare the pathway motion, structure quality, and identified transient hydrogen bonds between GT and TMD pathways. We also illustrate the sensitivity of GT pathways to pulling rate.
Comparison of pathway motion
We compare the motion in the five random pathways from GT against the four previously published TMD pathways [16] . Figure 1 is adapted from [16] , showing a segmented transition pathway obtained with TMD. The two left columns of figure 1 show snapshots taken from the TMD at the beginning and ending of each segment of the transition. Four consecutive stages were found (figure 1, first two columns), described by six progress variables (figure 1, right-hand column) [16] . Each progress variable captures a unique geometric aspect of the motion in the transition. The progress variables are pseudo angles and pseudo dihedral angles, expressed in terms of the positions of pseudo-atoms that are placed at the centers of mass of particular regions of the protein. The pseudo atoms are 'HU' (the upper half of the α4 helix), 'HL' (the lower half of the α4 helix), 'BU' (the upper half of the beta sheet), 'BL' (the lower half of the beta sheet), 'side' (backbone of D88, V91 and S92) and 'loop' (the loop region at the C-terminal end of the α4 helix). The first three progress variables defined by Lei et al [16] describe the orientation of the α4 helix, relative to the stable beta sheet core: its tilt (dihedral angle BL-BU-HU-HL), its axial rotation (dihedral angle BU-HU-HL-side), and opening angle away from the beta sheet (angle BU-HU-HL). The fourth progress variable describes the loss of one helical turn at the C-terminal end of the α4 helix (dihedral angle BU-HU-HL-loop). The fifth and sixth progress variables (dihedral angle between four consecutive C-alphas His84 to Leu87, and Ser85 to Asp88) describe the addition of one helical turn at the N-terminal end of the α4 helix. We use these progress variables as a basis for comparison of the motion and relative timing of events in the TMD and GT pathways.
The first observation to make about the GT pathways (supplementary movie 1) is that the core of the α4 helix remains folded as it tilts and rotates on its axis, and as helical turns are added/subtracted from its ends, as also occurs in the TMD pathways. The observed stability of the helix in the GT pathways is not surprising, because we have imposed permanent hydrogen bond constraints for hydrogen bonds that are present in the initial and final structures. There are six consecutive backbone hydrogen bonds within the α4 helix that are found in both end structures, connecting oxygen atoms from residues 85-90 to hydrogen atoms of residues 89-94. The permanent hydrogen bond constraints keep the helix folded, but do not rigidify the helix, because they are inequality distance and angle constraints (see section 2). Figure 2 shows the transition motion along the six progress variables for the five GT pathways (red), and the four TMD pathways (black). In each panel of figure 2 , the pathway starts at the left and finishes at the right, with all progress variables plotted against the RMSD-to-target (decreasing RMSD is used for the horizontal axis rather than increasing time, because there is no notion of time in the GT pathways). Figure 2(a) shows the first progress variable, measuring the ∼30
First progress variable.
• change in the tilt dihedral angle of the α4 helix. In the GT pathways, the helix begins to tilt immediately at RMSD 3.8Å and reaches the target orientation around RMSD 2.6Å. In TMD, the helix also begins tilting immediately, but in most of the TMD pathways the tilt reaches the target earlier than in GT, around 2.9Å. One TMD pathway reaches the target later than GT, at 2.3Å.
Second progress variable.
The second progress variable is depicted in figure 2(b) , showing the ∼120
• helix rotation about its axis. In the GT runs, the rotation does not start immediately, but commences somewhere between 3.2 and 2.7Å and finishes at 1.6Å. The axial helix rotation in TMD , which are shown in panels (a) and (b) with colors that match the circles in (c). In the segmented TMD pathway, the α4 helix tilts (first row), rotates about its axis (second row), loses a half-helical turn at the C-terminus (third row), and gains a half-helical turn at the N-terminus (fourth row).
begins at almost the same point as in GT (between 3.5 and 2.9Å), but in two of the TMD pathways the rotation finishes at 2.7Å, much earlier than the GT pathways, while the other two TMD pathways do finish around the same time as the GT pathways.
Third and fourth progress variables.
In the third and fourth progress variables (figures 2(c) and (d)), both the GT and TMD transitions start around 3.0Å (some GT pathways start earlier) and end around 1.7Å. In the third progress variable ( figure 2(c) ), one GT pathway shows similar plateau behavior to TMD around 2.0Å. In the fourth progress variable ( figure 2(d) ), both TMD and GT show a rapid change in angle taking place between 3.0 and 2.5Å, with similar plateau behavior at 30
• .
Fifth and sixth progress variables.
In the fifth and sixth progress variables (figures 2(e) and (f )), the TMD pathways bifurcate, showing two different routes to the target angle (despite the bifurcation, the finishing angles are the same, differing by 360 • ). In two of the TMD pathways, the dihedral angles rotate about a full turn (∼300
• for the fifth progress variable and ∼360
• for the sixth), while in the other two TMD pathways the dihedral angles change much less. The GT figure 1 ) that track various aspects of the transitional motions. Four TMD pathways (black) and five geometric targeting pathways (red) are shown for each progress variable. Since there is no notion of time in GT, the steadily decreasing RMSD to the target is used as the horizontal axis. The TMD and GT pathways show similar transitions and similar start and end points for each transition. These GT pathways were generated using RMSD step size 0.01Å. pathways follow the more direct of the two TMD routes in each case (figures 2(e) and (f )). One possible reason that the GT pathways do not bifurcate here is the permanent hydrogen bonds in the α4 helix. In TMD the hydrogen bonds at the ends of the helix transiently break, even though they are present in the initial and target states, which endows the helix ends with more flexibility than in GT. In TMD the transition begins around 2.8Å and finally settles around 1.3Å (figures 2(e) and (f )). In GT, only the fifth progress variable shows any significant change, with beginning points that range from 3.0 to 1.8Å, and finishing around 1.7Å.
Lei et al observed that the transition in TMD is segmented in four consecutive stages [16] : stage 1, transition of first progress variable; stage 2, transition of second progress variable (helix axial rotation); stage 3, transitions of third and fourth progress variables; stage 4, transitions of fifth and sixth progress variables. In the GT pathways, as in the TMD pathways, we observe that the first progress variable transitions before the second progress variable (figures 2(a) and (b)), and that these can be considered two consecutive stages in the GT pathways as in TMD. However, in the GT pathways, stage 2 (second progress variable, figure 2(b)) and stage 3 (third and fourth progress variables, figures 2(c) and (d)) occur simultaneously and cannot be distinguished as consecutive stages, unlike TMD. We note, however, that two of the four TMD pathways also show coincidence of stages 2 and 3 ( figures 2(b)-(d) ). Stage 4 (fifth and sixth progress variables, figures 2(e) and (f )) in GT takes place last, as it does in TMD.
Supplementary movie 2 (available at stacks.iop.org/PhysBio/8/026017/mmedia) shows a TMD pathway and a GT pathway superimposed. The movie shows that in both pathways the helix tilts, rotates, and turns are added/removed at the two ends of the α4 helix. The movie also illustrates the more gradual axial rotation of the α4 helix in GT as compared to TMD, and there are some minor differences between GT and TMD in the loop motions at the ends of the α4 helix. Table 1 shows various structure quality metrics calculated for the main TMD pathway presented in [16] and one GT pathway (RMSD step size 0.01Å, run 1). Metrics were calculated with MolProbity [5] . The precise definitions of these metrics can be found in the MolProbity paper [5] . Each metric is averaged over all snapshots in the pathway. The number of severe steric clashes and the number of bad rotamers are low for both TMD and GT although the TMD scores better in both of these metrics. The number of residues in outlier regions of the Ramachandran plot is about the same in both TMD and GT, but TMD has a higher fraction of residues in the favored regions than does GT. Interestingly, GT scored better than TMD in covalent bond geometry. This is probably because the GT covalent bond geometry is locked in rigid units, but the TMD covalent bond geometry may bend or stretch due to the biasing force or due to thermal fluctuations. Figure 3 compares the Ramachandran plot [21] for one TMD pathway (the main pathway presented in [16] ) and one GT pathway (RMSD step size 0.01Å, run 1). All phi-psi [16] . Gly, Pro, and pre-Pro residues are excluded since these residues tend to occupy different characteristic regions of the Ramachandran plot, compared to general residues [18] . (b) Phi/psi pairs from 364 GT snapshots are plotted from one GT pathway (RMSD step size 0.01Å). Gly, Pro, and pre-Pro residues are excluded. Table 1 . Quality of pathway snapshots.
Structure quality comparison
Targeted molecular dynamics Geometric targeting
Steric clashes Number of pairs of atoms in a severe steric clash, per 100 atoms, averaged over all pathway snapshots 2.5 6.4
Bad rotamers Number of residues in rotameric configurations that carry <1% weight, averaged over all pathway snapshots 3.2/101 5.9/101
Ramachandran Number of residues in the outlier region, averaged over all pathway snapshots 3.2/121 4.0/121 Number of residues in the allowed region, averaged over all pathway snapshots 8.5/121 14.5/121 Number of residues in the favored region, averaged over all pathway snapshots 109.3/121 102.5/121 Covalent bond geometry Fraction of bonds with bad distances, averaged over all pathway snapshots 2.7% 0.1% Fraction of bonds with bad angles, averaged over all pathway snapshots 7.7% 0.2% Structure quality metrics are compared between the TMD pathway presented in [16] and one GT pathway (RMSD step size 0.01Å, run 1). The simple geometric model used in GT produces pathway snapshots that are almost as high in quality as the TMD pathway. Structure quality metrics were calculated from MolProbity [5] . See the MolProbity paper [5] for more precise definitions of these metrics. Metrics have been averaged over all snapshots in the pathway.
pairs from ∼350 evenly spaced snapshots in each pathway are plotted. Figure 3(b) shows that the simple geometric model in GT captures the essence of the Ramachandran map, with outlier regions successfully produced from the geometric constraints. The points are more diffuse in GT than TMD in the favored and allowed regions, because in GT there is no molecular mechanical energy function to provide attractive forces.
Transient hydrogen bonds
In table 2, we compare transient hydrogen bonds identified in the five GT simulations with those previously reported in table 3 of [16] from the four TMD simulations. Lei et al [16] reported transient hydrogen bonds that met the following criteria: (1) donor-hydrogen-acceptor angle is greater than 100 • ; (2) hydrogen-acceptor distance is less than 2.5Å, (3) the hydrogen bond is maintained for 50 ps; (4) the hydrogen bond is not transiently stable in equilibrium MD simulations of the end states; (5) at least one of the atoms is a side-chain atom; (6) at least one of the atoms in the hydrogen bond is in residues 82-104; In addition, transient bonds were filtered from the list if (7) the hydrogen-bonded atoms were from the same residue, or (8) involved a backbone atom hydrogen bonded to a side chain atom ±1 residues away. Twenty hydrogen bonds were identified according to these criteria (some of which were water mediated) and reported previously [16] , repeated here in table 2 for comparison. Six of these were present in at least two of the four TMD pathways. These six appear in the top rows of table 2 as 'top-ranked' transient hydrogen bonds, [16] and the five GT pathways of this work (RMSD step size 0.01Å). The top-ranked hydrogen bonds (top rows) for TMD are those appearing in at least two of the four pathways, and the lower-ranked hydrogen bonds only appear in one of the four pathways. For GT, the top-ranked bonds are those appearing in at least three of the five pathways, while the lower-ranked hydrogen bonds appear in one or two of the five pathways. Four hydrogen bonds are found in both TMD and GT (bold/italics). Three of the four top-ranked GT bonds (bold/italics, GT column) also appear in TMD. Two of the six top-ranked TMD bonds (bold/italics, TMD column) also appear in GT. One bond is found in both the TMD and GT top-ranked sets (S85:Oγ . . .D86:Oδ).
while those appearing in only one TMD pathway are listed as 'lower-ranked' in table 2.
For the GT pathways, the criteria for reporting a transient hydrogen bond in table 2 is slightly different from the TMD criteria. Instead of the distance and angle criteria 1 and 2 above, we report in table 2 the hydrogen bonds that were added as transient geometric constraints during the GT (see section 2). We only report hydrogen bond constraints that were maintained for at least five steps, lasting about the same fraction of the pathway as the 50 ps for TMD pathways (criteria 3 above). We also remove initial and target state hydrogen bonds from the list analogous to criteria 4 above, by not listing bonds if hydrogen and acceptor distance was within 5Å in the initial or target structures. The other criteria 5 through 8 were applied to GT without modification. Twenty-one transient hydrogen bonds met these criteria and are listed in table 2. As the top-ranked transient hydrogen bonds from GT, we have chosen those that were found in at least three of the five GT pathways (there are four of these, top rows of table 2). The lower-ranked hydrogen bonds (bottom rows of table 2) appear in one or two of the five pathways.
Hydrogen bonds that are found in both TMD and GT are shown as bold/italics entries in table 2. The lower-ranked hydrogen bonds (bottom rows, table 2) show little overlap between the two methods. Three of the four top-ranked GT bonds (bold/italics, GT column) appear in TMD, while two of the six top-ranked TMD bonds (bold/italics, TMD column) appear in GT. One bond is found in both the TMD and GT top-ranked sets (S85:Oγ . . .D86:Oδ). Another two of the six top-ranked TMD bonds involve side chains that form transient hydrogen bonds with backbone atoms of the α4 helix, transiently interrupting the helix hydrogen bonds. In GT, the helix hydrogen bonds in the α4 helix are permanent, so it is not likely for side chain atoms to form stable bonds with the helix backbone.
Sensitivity to pulling rate
To test how the GT pathways are affected by the pulling rate, we ran other GT simulations using different RMSD step sizes. The five GT pathways that we have described in this paper were generated with RMSD step size 0.01Å. For larger RMSD step sizes (0.02, 0.05, 0.10Å), we found that the pathways as measured by the six progress variables were very similar to the pathways generated with 0.01Å step size (results not shown) although the progress variable curves have less fluctuations in these cases because the random motion has less opportunity to impact the trajectory at high pulling rates.
At smaller RMSD step sizes, however, the GT pathways begin to explore other ways of reaching the target. With a smaller RMSD step size, it takes more steps to reach the target, and the bias in each step is smaller, giving the random motion more opportunity to take the pathway away from the most direct route. Five GT pathways were generated with a RMSD step size 0.001Å, a factor 10 smaller than before, and requiring a factor 10 more computational time. Figure 4 shows these five GT pathways (red) compared with the TMD pathways (black). In all six progress variables, the GT pathways with 0.001Å step size (figures 4(a)-(f )) fluctuate more and deviate more from TMD than the GT pathways with 0.01Å (figure 2). This means that GT is exploring other geometrically plausible pathways that were not accessible with the 0.01Å step size. One notable difference can be seen in figure 4 (b), which shows several GT pathways in which the α4 helix rotates about its axis in the reverse direction compared to TMD (the tracks in figure 4 (b) bifurcate in two different directions, but end up at the same angle, separated by 360
• ). This 'reverse' rotation of the helix is about 240
• , rather than 120
• in the more direct route. It is evident from watching an animation (supplementary movie 3 available at stacks.iop.org/PhysBio/8/026017/mmedia) that the reverse rotation is the natural unwinding direction at the C-terminal end and the natural winding direction at the N-terminal end because of the right-handed helicity of the helix, which possibly facilitates the addition/removal of a half helical turn at the two ends. On the other hand, in the reverse rotation, charged residues N88 and S92 must pass by a hydrophobic surface, which is likely to be unfavorable. GT gives no indication as to which alternative is preferred energetically, but what it does reveal is that the 240
• reverse rotation is geometrically plausible in addition to the 120 • rotation. Other techniques such as umbrella sampling [25] would be necessary to calculate free energy barriers to quantitatively determine which direction of helix rotation is more favorable. The structure quality and Ramachandran maps of the 0.001Å stepsize pathways are not shown, because they are very similar to the results for the 0.01Å step-size pathways.
Conclusion and outlook
We have shown that the motion in the GT pathways of NtrC is very similar to the motion in TMD pathways, as measured by six progress variables. In a factor ∼10 3 less computational time compared to TMD, we have produced stereochemically acceptable all-atom pathways that capture the essence of the transition in NtrC. A difference is that the GT pathways lack some of the sudden movements observed in the TMD pathways, and the GT pathways are less-clearly segmented than in TMD. Overall, however, the start and end times for the various motions are similar between the two methods. Allatom structure quality is good in the GT pathways, especially considering the approximate nature of the model although it is not as high as TMD. Some of the same top-ranked transient hydrogen bonds were identified in both methods.
Lei et al [16] discuss in their paper that in the TMD pathways, NtrC does not require local unfolding or 'cracking motions' as has been suggested by a coarse-grained study [15] . The α4 helix tilts and rotates without unfolding in the TMD pathways, as also in the GT pathways reported here. It should be pointed out that in GT the stability of the helix was assumed from the beginning, because of the helix hydrogen bonds common to the initial and final states that were treated as permanent geometric constraints. GT shows it is geometrically plausible for the transition to take place without local unfolding although GT by itself is neutral on the question of whether local unfolding is energetically preferable.
The pathway similarity between GT and TMD was observed for RMSD step sizes of 0.01Å or greater. We have also shown that when the RMSD step size is reduced by a factor 10, GT has freedom to sample pathways that deviate more from the TMD results, producing in this case a novel stereochemically acceptable reverse rotation of the α4 helix. In terms of free energy, GT gives no indication as to whether this pathway is more or less favorable than the more direct rotation observed in the TMD and in the other GT pathways. We do not know whether TMD would also produce the reverse rotation of the helix with smaller step sizes, but it would require a factor 10 more computational resources to test this.
The similarity of the pathways between GT (at RMSD step sizes of 0.01Å or greater) and TMD may partially be due to the fact that both GT and TMD apply the same type of bias to the same two conformational end states. The similarity of the pathways may also arise from the highly constrained nature of proteins in general. Geometric considerations such as covalent bonds, non-overlapping atoms, maintenance of hydrogen bonds, etc, do in reality severely limit accessible conformational space and restrict the possible ways that a protein can move from state A to state B. The neglect of . Slower pulling rate in GT leads to novel pathways. GT pathways were generated with RMSD step size 0.001Å, a factor 10 smaller than was used for the pathways in figure 2 . Each panel (a)-(f ) shows motion along one of the six progress variables (defined in figure 1 ) that track various aspects of the transitional motions. Four TMD pathways (black) and five geometric targeting pathways (red) are shown for each progress variable. The RMSD to the target is used as the horizontal axis. Because of the smaller step size, the random motion in GT has more opportunity to sample pathways away from the more direct route. Notably, in several pathways in (b), the α4 helix rotates about its axis in the reverse direction compared to TMD (the tracks in (b) bifurcate in two different directions, but end up at the same angle, separated by 360
• ). This reverse rotation of the helix is a novel, stereochemically acceptable pathway route that is not observed in TMD.
energetics in GT appears not to have a significant effect on the overall pathway motions in this case. Further studies of other proteins would be necessary to test how generalizable the level of similarity is between GT and TMD. In situations where a rapid and approximate pathway is desired, the present results justify the use of GT as a first-look into possible all-atom transition pathways.
